MEMORANDUM FOR William May, Deputy G8, U.S. Army Cadet Command, Fort Knox, KY 40121

SUBJECT: Delegation of Authority to Certify Fund Availability

1. References:
   a. DFAS-IN Reg 37-1, dated September 2014, chap 3 para 0316.
   c. TRADOC Reg 37-4 (Fund Control, Reconciliations, Certification), 5 March 2001.

2. In accordance with reference 1a, I hereby delegate the following fund control responsibilities:
   a. Maintain control of Cadet Command funds (to include HQS Accessions Command) in accordance with DFAS-IN Reg 37-1, to include further distribution of funds received and to impose restrictions required to maintain control of such funds.
   b. Certify the availability of funds for Cadet Command (to include HQS Accessions Command).
   c. In accordance with DFAS-IN Reg 37-1, you are required to accept this delegation of authority in writing by signing the enclosed acknowledgement and maintaining it on file.

3. Delegation will not relieve you of responsibility for violations which result from failure to comply with established control policies and procedures. Ensure you are thoroughly familiar with the above references.

4. This delegation is indefinite or until departure/reassignment from present duties, and this delegation supersedes all previous delegation authorities issued.

Encl
Ltr of Acknowledgement

CHRISTOPHER P. HUGHES
Major General, USA
Commanding
LETTER OF ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

I, __________________________ William May
acknowledge that I have as of this day received delegation
of authority as stated in the attached memo. I also certify
that I am thoroughly familiar with the regulatory references
in the attached memo.

X ____________________________

Signature                               Date